
WICKET – ALLEGIANT AIRLINES HQ CASE STUDY

How Wicket Created a Touchless and Safe 
Way to Enter the Allegiant Headquarters 

COMPANY PROFILE
Wicket technology offers:

■ Intelligent software for access 
management

■ Ultra-fast, touchless entry 
using facial authentication 

■ Visual communication on 
digital displays

■ Customized Alerts for specific 
use cases  

FOCUS
Increase Safety 

Touchless Entry 

Ease and Speed

Cut Down Cost 

 

WEBSITE
wicketsoft.com

OBJECTIVE
Allegiant's objective was to increase security at their 
headquarters while improving ease and speed at which 
employees enter the office building. 

WICKET CASE STUDY

"We are extremely pleased with how much of a 
security upgrade we have had in our offices 
with Wicket Access. The system has been a 
great benefit to our company and our 
workforce and we intend to roll this out to all 
six HQ offices in Las Vegas."

MAURICE GALLAGHER
CEO & Chairman, Allegiant Airlines

SOLUTION
Integrate Wicket Access, a facial authentication solution, with 
existing key card system. Enroll employees by taking a picture 
of their face and registering it on a web portal or mobile app. 
Allegiant to receive alerts after unauthorized access attempts.



RESULTS

CONCLUSION
From implementing 5 doors at the Allegiant headquarters to now 30 doors in just a year, Wicket 
successfully upgraded Allegiant’s access control system with minimal impact to existing operations or 
taxing of resources. Through Wicket Access, employees and invited visitors have been able to enter 
their buildings quickly and safely. Wicket is excited to continue this partnership with Allegiant. 

WICKET CASE STUDY

EASE
■ Wicket Access is integrated with existing hardware. Layered 

onto Allegiant's existing Paxton software, it has created a 
smooth transition that did not overhaul the system.

■ Eliminated the need for credentials. Staff members no 
longer need to remember to bring their key cards. 

900
EMPLOYEES

5
BUILDINGS

30
DOORS

SPEED
■ Fast decision time of sub-1 second allows Individuals to 

enter facility with efficient speed.
■ Real-time alerts to appropriate staff members when 

someone who is unauthorized tries to enter the building. 

INCLUSION
■ Wicket Access works well with masks, facial hair and hats. 

Even when staff members wore dark glasses, Access was 
able to to correctly recognize them and grant access.

OPTIMIZED WORKFLOW
■ Limited the need to hire multiple security staff members to 

man the front entrance. 
■ Eliminate $18/person registration process with traditional 

credential system.
■ Allegiant has the option to register visitors and their faces 

for no additional lost.

Allegiant was given the reigns to 
create their own terms and 
conditions for opting into facial 
authentication.  
 


